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nmo UC5I0K
Tne aims 02' tnis thesis are to uevelop an Insight into the
methods 3ergei dacumaninoff a sea to compose music for solo piano,
to determine what influence other composers haa upon these r-orks,
the reuiOii for the popularity or failure of certain onus and to
classify his compositions as either "rom ntic” or "modern"
,
In order to ap^roacii thy subject properly it tos necessary to
review briefly, in cnronoio; leal orner, his predecessors beginning
’.vi th Liosort. This is foilov/eu by a short biography containing the
principal events of his life ’which brought about the different
phases of his composing. The bulk of the thesis is the result of
gathering together ail of his opus for solo piano join analysin'
then for molouy
,
harmony, rhythm, form anu technique. in conclusi
I have recoraeu my finnings into a summary.

I . IfcVEuOPXJjT OF PIANO SCHOOLS. STYLES. ANE INFUJ; NC :.S FROM MOZABT
TO THE TIME OF BAGHMAUINQFF .
The divergence of styles between the Viennese school (Mozart)
ana that of the Italian schoox (Clementi), was in part caused by
the difference in the make of the pianos employed. The Viennese
action had a remarkably easy mechanism, ana was best suited to a
rapid style and to the execution of arpeggios. The ’English* pianos
preferred by Clementi, to whom most of the important improvements
in them w re due, w> re more sonorous in tone; the hammer had a deeper
fall, ana it was altogether better adapted to the larger forms of masi
and to brilliant execution.
WO *FGANG AMAL US MOZAKT .
"In the spiritualization and vivifying of the piano-
forte style, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756-1791) rendered great
services not only through his genial compositions am their spirited
1
interpretation, but through direct teaching as well. The general
propagation ana cultivation of pianoforte playing first begun with
Mozart’s app arance. Under his influence there arose in Vienna that
pianoforte school whose students were distinguished for precision,
taste, ana warmth in their plqying, ana for engaging perspicuity and
euphony in their compositions. Mozart V7a3 the fir st to successfully
H/eitamann, Carl F.
,
"A History of Pianoforte Playing,"
G. Schirmer, New York: 1693
.-
'
.
1
blend the various ensembles 3uch as the sonatas for piano and violin;
tne trios for piano, violin, and cello; the piano, clarinet, and
vioxa trios, as veil a3 concertos for piano ana orchestra. "This
he achieved by abstaining from the strict thematic tr atmcnt employed
in his quartets and quintets for homogeneous instruments, replacing
it with a fr <*e almost improvisatory piano setting surrounoec by more
1
closely knit string parts." In this manner the piano was always able
to avoid literal imitations of thematic material when such imitations
disturbed the euphony of the setting, as exemplified in the somber
piano quartet in G minor (K.478). "The piano trio in G major (K.496)
illustrates how this improvisatory pianisrn developed into a style
2
of convincing authentic i ty ."
JJZIO Cu-lU.Tl
Contemporaneously with the Viennese school of piano-
forte playing, the Italian schoox, heaued by Muzio Clementi (1752-
1632) had attained a high degree of development in another direction.
V7hlle I'ozart’s style of composition and playing were chiefly in-
strumental in introducing a warmer delivery, easier flu ncy, and a
mor perfect finish of the passages, dementi’s services consisted
mainly in greatly extending the resources of the virtuoso, and in
"Kveitzmann, Carl F., ”A History of Pianoforte Playing",
G. Schirmer, Now York; 1693
/
"Lang, Paul Henry, 'Iftislc in Western Civilization",
W.Y.’. Horton & Company, Inc.
Publi 3heu 1941, P. 650
*'
;
’
'
4
facilitating the acquisition of the higher skill demanded thereby
tnrough excellent studies, dementi’s most important pianoforte
works are his ’’Sonatas” ana MGradus ad Parnassum”. The entire
pianoforte technique of his periou is represented in the latter work
by very practical studies. Some of the technical problems presented
are: independence of fingers, equalization of fingers in strength
ana endurance, parallel scales in t hires and sixths, arpeggios, broken
chords, octave playing, three notes against two, canon with both
hands equal, fugues stressing the bringing out of inner voices,
changing of fingers on repeated notes, crossing of hands, triplets,
turns, and trills. In all of those one hundred studies may bo seen
the work of a most skillful contrapuntist.
An outstanding pupil of dementi, J. B. Cramer (1771-1656)
stressed the following: (1) great force not required. (2) hano
never raiseu to an excessive height. (3) hanu not brought down on
keys with any great pow r, (4) use of sustaining pedal comparatively
rare.
Mozart’s foremost pupil, Johann N. Hummel, (1778-1837), was
at one time a favorite pianist. In 1629 he made a tour through
Lonaon anu Paris but remainea almost unnoticed because of the
newest interest, a more vigorous dramatic pianoforte style such as
is found in the pianoforte works of Beethoven’s last period, a style
in which lay the truest expression for every phase of emotion.
'.
•
-
c UJ .WIG VAH B JTHQyiii
Luuwig van 3eethoven (1770-1627), of whoa llozart
predicted a promising future, became the exponent of the Viennese
school of music upon publication of his "'rios, Opus I. lespite the
fact he initiated a novel pianistic tendency, Beethoven was im-
pressed with the Italian school through dementi’s sonatas. Not
only is thi3 influence displayed through certain melodic borrowings
(Sonata Patheti^ue) but it also appears in th* pianistic setting,
variety, and logic of the development sections of his compositions.
The most famous Of Beethoven’s pupils was Carl Czerny (1791-1G57).
As a teacher, Beothoven insisted chiefly on the understanding of the
character of a composition to be performed ana then to execute it
accordingly. With the death of 3eethovon came the end of the re-
nowned Viennese school of music.
Though there w^ro some differences of thought concerning
technique betw .en the VI enn se and Italian schools, all of these
early teachers agreed to the general rule that the elbows should
be slightly in advance of the body, anu that from the elbow to the
second joint of the fingers shoulc be a lovei, horizontal line.
T .eso two schools w re later combined into one in that outstand-
ing virtuoso Franz Liszt (1811-1886).
-,
Hk:
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2s. POST Jj.’.JTHQVER 1 HA .
if often occurs that when an art is brought to an
ideal perfection as was the case in Beethoven’s style, the con-
temporaries of such a perioa will attempt to cultivate some branch
of the art left unnoticed by thu master. Hence, following Beethoven
the Brilliant Pianoforte Style was brought about, a style in which
virtuosity was raised to its extreme height. The most active heat
of this later Viennese pianoforte school was Carl Czerny. This
schoo^. aimed at effect through sound rather than interpretation.
It won applause and appreciation for the virtuoso rather than for
the composer. Outward show sup reeded inward sincerity in compo-
sition until later romanticists following Beethoven’s style again
laid stress to the inner meaning.
The style of brilliant pianoforts playing reached its height
in Sigismund Thalberg (1812-1871), a pupil of Czerny. A favorite
technical device of his was to play the melody notes in the middle
octavos of the keyboard alternating betw ;en the thumbs of each hanu,
the other fingers executing brilliant arpeggios covering the whole
range of the keyboard*
in Prague the Style Brilliant produced Ignaz :ioscheles
i
(1794-1870), one of the worthiest representatives of the Clem nti
Schooi., iioscheles wa3 vory influential in the developra nt of
modern piano technics through his use of the wiaer extension of
chords, more sonorous passages, ana by combining the aramatic
I'
with the brilliant styi e of playing. Carl Maria von Weber (1766-1626)
also, like Uoscheles, combined dramatic animation with brilliant
effect in th pianoforte style. Th ir imitators were countless, the
most gifted of whom was Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy (1809-1647).
Mendelssohn combined the outv7ard technical brilliance of the style
with the more artistic work of the earlier masters. He played with a
'ery loose wrist in order to attain a ’’singing execution". Along
with Yoschel s and Weber, Mendelssohn gave a more ideal tendency to
concert and salon music, revealing a depth of meaning.
B. ?a:.iBHic fhj. .coxa chopii:
Frederick Chopin (1809-1849) represents the full
liberation of the pianoforte from traditional orchestra and choral
influ nces, — its authoritative assumption of a place as a solo
in trumont’per 3y thi3 is intended no depreciation of
Beethoven or Weber. It m ans simply that Chopin’s music, an none
before, breathes the piano spirit, incarnates the piano soul, revels
in the pure piano tone, and illustrates the intrinsic piano style
without seeking or being swerved by what are called ’orchestra’
1
effects, tonal or technical."
1
Baker’s Biographic al I let ionary of Musici?ins,
by Alfred Re y, 2.I.A., G. Schinner (Inc.),
Rev. anu Ini.
Rev York; 1919
'i .
.
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Cnopin was .just twenty-one when thu Brilliant Style of
playing reached its height. His £Uil originality glows in his
mazurkas and it is in these that he stands forth as the head of
the romantic schoox. Although ho received stimuli from Hummel,
his pianistic style was v;hoily new. The piano became Chopin*
s
only possible means of his inner self-expression.
’•The romantic style flourished in Chopin's art with such
abundance that his succ .ssors found everything proparou for them.
The Chopin lmita ors and fOi.low.rs filled the rest of the century
and were by no means extinct by the twentieth century. Scriabin
and Rachmaninoff w re still x.nti rely under his spell, but while
th y w ;re not able to derive from Chopin's heritage more than
ephemeral compositions, dated at the time of their creation, the
same ideas engendered original responses in Liszt, -’apner, 3nd,
i
to a certain extent, Brahms .
Robert Schumann (1810-1856) was a gr at admi rer of Chopin.
Like Chopin he poured into his romantic compositions the inspiration
of an enthusiastic, lofty poet. Together they fought against the
Style Brilliant and against the opponents of the rising romanticism.
i
Lang, Paul H nry, "Music In Western Civilization,
i?.’?. Horton & Company, Inc., New York: 1941
P. 814
-* > !
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Schumann’s publication ”Neue Zeitrchrift fur ISisik’* proved a noble
instiument in this war of ideals.
Adolf Henselt (1814-1889) was closely related to Chopin as a
composer yet retained his own individualism. As a pianist his first
training took place under a pupil Of '7ebor and he later stuuiod with
Hummel. Outstanding among his students was a young Russian aristocrat
by the name of Hi kola i Sverev, who exerted a strong influ nee on
Rachmaninoff
.
F. KBAKZ LISTT .
Franz Liszt (1811-1086) was the creator of the
mouorn art of playing the pianoforte which combine - all fine traits
of the earlier schools. ”Hls own technique is based on Chopin’s,
but wher^ Chopin always clung to a pure planisra, Liszt exploited
the co:.oristic and orchestral possibilities of the instrument.”
This vigorous and powerful playing esu sed a complete) revolution in
pianoforte playing, literature, and construction. Liszt elevated
virtuosity to a dizzy height. He received his early training from
his father and later took regular training from Carl Czerny. He
founu the sonatas of dementi uninteresting but took gr at pleasure
in the sonatas of Hummel and Beethoven.
iLang, Paul Hv;nry, "I.lusic in Western Civilization, ’
Y;.\7. Horton S Company, Inc., Her. York:1941
P. 815.
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Contrary to the earlier schools of pianoforte playing Liszt
held his wrist so high that if a coin w re placed on it, the coin
would slide toward the keyboard. If the fingers then rose to the height
of tho wrist, they would gain all the more strength for the downstroke
on the keys. He often played a strongly marked series of tones with
the second finger. In a similar octave passage he would use the thumb
ana third or fourth finger. In a sustained or loud trill he did not
alv;ays use two adjoining fingers, but pairs separatee by others,
example: 1-3, or 3-5, or 1-4-2-3-1-4-2-3, etc. He would execute
a sharp trill in sixths or thirds by playing the main notes in the
right hand ana the subsidiary notes in the 1 ft hanu with uqual power.
If a passage were regularly repeated in differ nt octaves he would
choose the most convenient fingering in one and repeat it in the
others. This was in opposition to tho earlier rules in which the
thumb had to pass und r the fifth finger, or the latter over the
thumb.
"The inclination to emphasize virtuosity in lieu of musical
qu .lity cam-; to a heau with the appearance of Liszt and Thaiberg
who exhuusteu the technical capabilities of the pianoforte. In-
evitably one among the results wa an undue preponderance of glitter
and show and in Inordinate uisplay of gymnastics in finger, wrist
and arm. But at the same time there was brought about a result
of which we are now reaping th~ benefit - that i s to say, technical
mi3tery, absolute command of all the capabilities of an instrument.
“t- ;
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Til3 comu.nd they attained over every kina of executive difficulty
was the mast salient, if not the most valuable among the many
factors which contributed to the style of their playing”*
Lisat produced many an eminent pianist among whom was
Alexander von 3iloti (1863-1910). Previous to his studies with
Lisst, Siloti 3tuaiad with Svierev, Rachmaninoff * s last teacher,
with Nicolas Rubinstein (1835-1081), and Tschaikowsky (1840-1893).
Siloti was Liszt's favorite pupil, also a first cousin, faithful
friend and teacher of Rachmaninoff.
* * * *
^Lanreuthor, Edward, ’’The Oxforu History of liusic"
Th Uacllillan Company, Nov York: 1926. P. 13
’'
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II. uIJT, 0? RACHmRRIhOJP
Sergei Vassllievitch Rachmaninoff, acknowledged as one
of the greatest pianists and piano composers of our time, was born
April 2, ld7>5, in Novgorod, Russia. His parents wer aristocrats
and of the landed gentry. His mother began teaching him piano when
he was four, and later he attended Conservatories of '^sic in
Petrograa. Upon advice from Siloti, Rachmaninoff’s mother sent him
to the Moscow Conservatory to study with SvereV « His experiences
with the latter were varied am extreme. Sverev was an excellent
teacher but severely exacting and possessed such a disposition that
in his m.-rooirs Rachmaninoff wrote that Sverev, when he lost his
temper, "was capable of attaching his victim with his fists and
throwing at him any object within his reach; in some cases he might
1
not have hesitated to kill his opponent."
At th ; age of thirteen Rachmaninoff made a piano arrangement
of 'Tschalkowsky *s "Manfred"
,
which so impressed the composer that
h took the youngster under his tutelage. Before he was tw nty,
Rachmaninoff hau composed his first op-ra, Aloko" . This was written
as a diploma score at the Moscow Conservatory and earned him a gold
medal. His ability as a composer and pianist progr ssed side by side
am soon he began touring the continent as a pianist whore ho won
Instant acclaim. At twenty he composed th famous "Prelude in C
^Oskar von Rlosernann, "Rachmaninoff’s Recollect ions"
,
The MacMillan Company, Nuv. York: 1934, P.44

Sfoarp Minor” which became so popular am] so greatly in uormnd that
he was never able to get away from it. Jt haunted him for the rest
of his life and in 1937 he said despairingly, "I have played it at
least 1509 times.” When he was annoy <1 by an audl nee, as he not
infrequently was, he would conclude his program by racing through
the Prelude at tremendous 3peed, then abruptly disappear.
In Itosa ia, Rachmanino ff became identified with the 'Toscovr
School of musicians under leadership of Tschaikowsky rath ?r than
tii national group of which lloussorgsky, Eimsky-KOrsakoff , Balakireff,
Borodin, and Cui were the 1 waders. As with many of his predoc es ors,
Rachmaninoff * s compositions have b> n divided into phases. Tiost musi-
cologists have classified Rachmaninoff *s works into three definite
periods.
* ii
The First Concerto for Piano and Orchestra, composed in
1690 marks the inception of his first period (1890-1696), and was
favorably received. This composition initiated piano works, string
»»
•»
ensembles, and song3. Rachmaninoff’s First Symphony, composed
in 1696, conduced his first period. Unfortunately, this work was
severely criticized. Tho sensitivity of this great artist was
deeply wounded, and resulted 1 a peric of inactivity. It took the
efforts of a forerunner of modern psychology to lift him from Ills
lethargy. A Pr. Dahl treated him by suggestion. Rachmaninoff was
bidden to sit in a chair anu listen cay after day to the sentences;
”You will begin to write your concerto... You will work vith groat
.i
»
•
r
.
•
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*
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facility .. .The concerto will be of excellent quality . "'he result
was the "Piano Concerto in C Minor"
,
comp03eu in 1901, which ho
dedicated to the doctor, ani which inaugurated his second period
of composition (1900-1909). Following its perlor.nance in Moscow’s
mobility Hall every li -.itoner va ; on his fe t, clapping, stamping,
cheering. Today the 'Second !iano Concerto" is the most poxjular of
Rachmaninoff ’s works. In 1906, to escape hindering r sponaibili ti es
wnich prevented his composing, ho sojourned in Iresd n, Germany, vher>
he was able to work at will. Th . Second Symphony completed in
1907 v/as his first production of the r tr at. This was followed by
"
••
his First Sonata for Pianoforte, and th symphonic xx>em, "The
Isle of Death". In this second phase Rachmaninoff augmented his
earlier efforts by oxoloration into the f i .Ids of opera and cantatas,
which works ar not too vreli known. It is in the third period (1910-
1943) that Rachmaninoff achieves his fullest musical expression. As
the second period was initiated by the"Piano Concerto," so was the
third with the "Piano Concerto in R Minor". The works of his last
periou included songs, piano solos, > two piano concertos, a mass for
boys’ aid men’s voices, and an unusual choral symphony.
Shortly after his return to Moscow in 1909, he was invited to
visit America as a composer- ianist with the Boston Symphony Orchestra.
This invitation was accepted. After the Russian Revolution in 1916,
hi left Russia and settled permanently in the United Statos. Hu was
b.st known to auuionces in this country as a piano virtuoso, but
-. :
• l '
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among mu i clans ho as al30 rucogni ieu as a conciuctor of clarity ami
skill. .Although he occasionally appeared at concerts in the triple
capacity of composer, pianist, and conductor, with pronounced acclaim,
neverthei ss he seemed unwilli.ig to cevote his time steadily to con-
ducting Twice lie refused offers to be the regular conductor of the
Boston Symxjhony Orch sti*a.
For almost a uocade aftor cominj to America, Rachmaninoff com-
posed nothing, but 1327 sa the premieres of two of his works, his
,i
* » *
Fourth Piano Concerto in G Hinor, a.-iu Three Choral Songs. 3Tis
last work, completed in 1940, was "Symphonic dances". His efforts
in the field of composition, which cover a wide range of son* s,
rhapsodies, preludes anu etudes, tone po.-ms, syrnphoni es and concerti,
have always had wid public recognition.
"?he holu the groat musician had on a concert auo i nee was graphi-
cally shown at a recital he gave at Carnegie Hall a few years before
his death. Th« audience overflowed the stage and lacked every avail-
able space in the hail , anu at ttie enu of the recital refused to leave
until the pianist hae extended his program for nearly half an hour.
Writing of that r cital, a music critic said.
'V-'u who listeneu knew by instinct or experience that in a rare
moment the art of a consummate musician, interpreter, anc man of
thought had come to perfect flow ;r, and there was nothing that needed
to bo said or done .xc-jpt to dismiss completely from the mind any
reflection or preoccupation save that of the gr at experience"^
i
Qlin Downes, New York Tim .S: 1959
.*
As a performer on the; concert platform rLach.manir.off gave the im-
pression of grimness ana dournuss, a semblance that was heightened by
nis clone-cropped hoau, his lined face, and his serious intensity.
Bahinu this appearance lay a gr at humanity. Conscious of the ob-
stacles in th path of musically ambitious yo.:ng men and women, he
extended advice and help to many and was sa denod at his Inability
to help all who sought aid. Among family and frlenc, s he knew how to
laugh and relax. He was a gracious, intelligent, and smiling host.
Aj.ain, in his ’’Recoil ctlons”
,
published several yeara before
his death, he showed his fear of having tried to accomplish too ouch.
”In the olu Russian phrase", ho wrote, "I have hunted three hares. Can
I be sure that I have killed one of them?"
1
ITis foar wan unfounded,
for he was excellent In all three fields of composing, conducting and
playing the piano.
Rachmaninoff was hostile to ultra-mod rn mu3ic. He 3aid he
could not understand what it was driving at. ’’Music’*, ho once ..aid,
’’should bring relief. If should rehabilitate minus and souls, and
modern music does not do this. If w, are to have gr at mu3lc, we
must return to the fundamentals which made the music of the past great.
Music cannot be just color and rhythm it mist reveal th= emotions
of the heart”.
^
‘‘‘Von Rleseman's "Rachmaninoff * s' Rocojl lection s’’ . P. 206
2
'Ibid, P. 245 The MacMillan Company, Nev York:
1934
!•<
His works w ,-re largely filled v ith Russian spirit but vr r.. un-
like most Russian compositions of men like iioussorgsky
,
Borodin, and
Himsity-Korsakoff . Rachmaninoff’s music refrains from the supernatural
tendency and eastern flavor of the fanxmis Russian colorists, although
possessing, melodically speaking, the folk element. H« possessed a
deep respect for established forms. The composer himself has said, '*1
stand firmly by the classic
,
with an outstanding preference for Liszt
and Chop! n”
«
1
Although it never reflected into his music he liked American jazz.
The rhythm and spirit and melody pleased him. Ho felt that the late
George Gorshwln ha genuine talent and was saddened by his early death.
Rachmaninoff v;as singularly fortunate to have been musically
active directly to the time of his death, ^wo nays before his death on
’larch 23, 1943, he received a cable from Russia’s out standing music ians,
greeting him on the approach of his seventieth birthday, and assuring
him of the esteem in which he and his mu3lc wore held in that country.
His sincerity of purpose was revealed by a strenuously active
life, anc! by a constant striving for artistic perfection.
'Von Hiosemann’s "Rachmaninoff’s "Recollections"
,
The -MacMillan Company, Nev; fork: 1934, P. 244
''
«
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III. COIJPQSBHS IhFUJj ,lCIi\G KiGiLif UlliOFF
A • Tschaikowsky
Rachmaninoff started his career as a composer ly frankly imi-
tating Tschaikowsky . This was only natural as his early training
took place in the Moscow Conservatory where Tschaikowsky was the
undisputed idol among 'Russian composers. The young student’s
principal teachers of composition at the Conservatory v;: re undisguised
Tschaikowsky worshipers who encouraged Bachmanlnoff to copy the latter*
style. Because of the feud waich existed b. tw en the Moscow ano St.
Petersburg Conservatories, the works of the now famous men such as
kimsky-Korsakof f ana Borodin of the latter schoo_ were regarded only
with tolerance. Wagner’s work:* w re still looked on with suspicion.
Tschaikowsky ha>. caused Brahms’ works to bo irirely ignored because
of the Judgment which he hau lai u upon them. Tebu -sy and Ravel w re
still unknown. T ius it was, that in Bachmaninoff *s early works
: schaikowsky's influence uominated.
Rachmaninoff's songs, ensemble pieces and only opera of his
first period coulc have been written by Tschaikowsky himself. ^s
Rach naiiinof f was a pianist ana Tschaikowsky was not, it was only
natural that Rac nraaninof f ’ s compositions 'or iano solo should surpass
his ldoi's work in this field. However, Rachmaninoff's early piano
compositions Op. 3, with the exception of the ’’Prelude in C Sharp
Minor”
,
and Op. 10. can bn compare*, with Tschaikowsky * ' piano works.
Tschaikowsky ' s piano soios have been relegate to the drawing room

and so have Rachmaninoff Opus' 3 and 10 with the exception stated
above. The melodic style of both composers is in imitation of the
older Romantioists of the German anu Pr nch stages, beiny expressive
and rhythmically strong. The chords are simple and lack the non-
harmonic ton s which are necessary to produce a fullness in piano
compositions. Examples below show in a typical manner the way
%
Tschaikowsty employed a rhythmical melody accompanied by simple
c- * ’
. .
-I
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•
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More important, perhaps, than the technical methods Rachmaninoff
gained from Tschftikowsky was the encouragement and praise which the
oioer man bestowed upon him and which gave him the impetus to work
ahead
.
B . Anton Bubinsteln ( 1630-1894)
If Tschaikowsky was Rachmaninoff’s idol in the field of com-
posing then Anton Rubinstein was in the playing of tho piano. His
playing, in Rachmaninoff’s words, ’’gripped my whole imag 1nation and
hau a marked influence on ray ambition as a pianist".' Without a c oubt
the work Rachmaninoff entailed in an effort to become a better pianist
gave him a more versatile ability to compose for the piano. Besides
the inspiration that Rachmaninoff got from Rubinstein's playing, traces
of the latter are fou d in Rachmaninoff ’s early works. In comparing
excerpts from Rubinstein’s ’’Barcarole" in A minor. Op. 45 (example A,
below) ana Racnmaninoff ’ s "Meloiile” in E major. Op. 3 (example B, below)
note the narrowness of range, the scalewis motion of the melodies and
the use of non-harmonic tones.
Example A -
dARLAROLE A . Kvibiuteih fipfa
^Von iilesemann, "Rachmaninoff's "Recollections,"
Tho MacMillan Company, Now Yorki 1934, P. 49
..
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Example B -
C. Franz Lis zt.
Perhaps the greatest influ unct of Liszt over Rachmaninoff was
through Rachmaninoff’s cousin, Alexander von Siioti who was a concert
pianist of tne highest caliber. Siioti studied with Liszt for several
y ars until he became known as Liszt’s gr atest juapil ana proponent.
After he had become famous ho v;as appointeu to the faculty of t'ne Moscow
Consjrvatory wh ir one of his outstanding pupils was none other than his
cousin Sergei Rachmaninoff * Siioti passed along to Hachmai inoff the
technical devious ami method:; which Liszt hat taught him. Tims Rachman-
inoff indirectly incorporated the virtuosity of Liszt into his own play-
ing anu composing.
E* Frederic Chopin
Chopin’s influence on Rachmaninoff, 11 e Liszt’s, cam. through a
cnain of teacher ... Acorf Eens.lt, admirer at; a i litator of Chopin, had
among his students, Nikolai Svurev who, as no tee in the biography, was
Rachmaninoff’s piano teacher for several years.

Other then the above relationship was the love Rachranninof f had
for Chopin’s war s which he shov;ea by composing the ’'Variations on a
?he:ne by Chopin," Op. 22, and by being recognized as the outstanding
interpreter of Chopin until his d,;ath.

iv . RACHiiA:;iiiogF * a grau-, a. &ioi
,4 of co:iPotiTiOK
A . First perion {1690-1696}
Rachmaninoff T s early period of composing (Op. 3, 10, and 16)
produced only one work of any importance - th ’’Prelude Id C Sharp
Minor", Op. 3, No. 2. r'his composition, however, proved a hindrance
because it absorbed the attention of the world so exclusively that
little remained for his liter piano works. Two -thcr pieces, the
emotional "Elegy”, Op. 3, To. 1, and the rippling "Ba .carol Le", Op. 10,
No. 3, gained a certain amount of popularity. The last work of this
periou, "Moments Musicaux”, Op. 15, contains two pieces, No. 2 in E
fiat minor, and No. 4 in E minor, hlch being ornate, predicted the
style of his next per ion.
1. Melo dy.
Bachmaninoff had a tendency to advance the melody by stops
while staying within a narrow range, and to repeat the same note
frequently. Unconsciou sly
,
Rachmaninoff must have borrowed those
peculiarities from the Ruasl Jin church. The llturgic canti firnl
of the Russian Church ritual move in upward or downward steps and
the interval of a third or more 13 rare. facbmanl n ff’a melodies
havj a similar app aranc;. By this moans h. frequently achieved a
gnat intensity of expression.
In iaany of his first period compositions he Interchanged inter
mittuntiy the raelouy ana the accompanying chords. Instances of

Rachmaninoff used a chromatic melody h. would, in turn,
develop it as a contrapuntal lin^ against another raelooy. ?his
is evidjnt in th. '’Barcarolle' 1 , Op* 10, No. 3.
\.
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The outline of the meloav remains constant throughout a single compo-
sition, Hov;ever, he altereu lii s metouies with non-harmonic* tones and
rhythmical changes as found in the "Barcarolle’' , Op. 10, Kc. 3;
"Melocie", Opas 3, So. 3; " legie”, Op. 3, No. 1; ana the "Waltz”,
Op. 10, No. 2. In the last mentioneu composition he presented the
melody in three different rhythmical forms.
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2. Rhythm
Kvtm in Opus 3, his first opus for piano, Rachmaninoff showed
a i f unu ?i al contro- of rh. thn. He retained toe c.iai'acter and unity
of ills compositions by developing the sane rhythmical pattern v ithin
a sec ion and many times throughout an entire, woifc. Tie incorporated
u rnythwical figure into modulatory passages. example Ca. tnls
may be found in the ml uJl section of ''Tidodle' , p. v>, .... Tie
extract d a part of the melody.
^ A
y
th no ,ICC./ f.got'S, e itfatted f ro^L tb*ic- T— 1 3. f M eioC>!F , Op J ,
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early works. In the "Prelude in C Sharp "Tinor", Op. 3, ho. 2*
Rachmaninoff employs the triplet figure in a cadenza. Rote in the
following example that the music calls for accenting the second
e 1 ghth not e as we i 1 as the f 1 rst
.
Prelude //v v_ m . noh. Op. 3
£ §O
1
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lachnianinoff did not hesitate to change rhythmical fibres

3. Harmony
Bachman inuff’s pr f .? nces in harmony arc quite pronounced
during this early period* H- liked to spre&u organ points
over a whole piece and had a tendency towards accorapanim nts in
chorda ith undulating up mid down movements with alt rations
between th . major and minor keys, in cadences he preferred the
plagal, 1 iadin.y over the low r dominant or its representative.
Bachmaninoff used many methods to modulate. One of the most
frequent was by sustaining a chord in the original key until It
became a differ nt chord in th; new key. Examples of this type of
modulation may be foun; in th. "Valse", Op. 10, Bo. 2, or "?!onk.-nt
Musical", Op. 16, No. 1.
Other methods housed were*
1. Modulating through a cacerza (".samples found in the
"7'legie", Op. 3, No. 1, or"Mo sent Musical", Op. 16, No. 1)
2. Sustaining one note until the fooling of the old key was
lost - then starting a new key. (Example found in "The
False", Op. 10, No. 2).
3. Proceeding to an augmented sixth chord of one key and then
using it o harmonlcal iy as the dominant seventh of a new
key. (Example found in the "Melodic"
,
Op. 3, No. 3).
For the most ±art, Bachuaninoff used simple chord structures
in his early period. With the axe .ption of introuuctions in Op. 3
and iO, ha chang d Ills harmonies in practically every m asure.
'.
However, m ’''Moments Musical?.*"
,
Op. 16, Nos. 2 and 4, he began
to spread one harmony over several measures ant to make use of
chromatl o aequ enc es
,
4. Form
The "Waltz”, Op. 10, No* 2, in rondo form, and the Moment
Musical", Op. 16, No. 1, in binary form are the only exceptions
to the ua capo form viiich he made pertain nt use of during his
first period of composition.
B'
*
B. Second Period of Composition (1900-1909)
A pause in Rachmaninoff’s activities which b gan in 1696 was brought
on by the failure of his "First Symphony'
,
Op. 13. No one knew whether
he would compose again. However, in 1900 (as noteu in the biography),
through the efforts of Tr. I&hl, a forerunner of modern psychology,
Rachmaninoff regaineu confidence and began to turn out a gr ;at number of
works. Ron. of his piano pieces (Opus* 22, 23 and 26) achieved the
world-wide popularity that uiu the "Prelude in C sharp Minor of the
pr~viou3 period. "The Prelude in & Minor1*
,
Op. 23, No. 4, an effective
military march, has become the best Jsnown. Rachmaninoff *3 ‘First Sonata
for Piano in , Minor", Op. 26, is the most important work composed in
this period, but because of its gigantic dimensions anc exploitation
of tne keyboard, it is seldom h ard. The only work of another composer
that could be compared with it i s hisst’s "Sonata in B Minor".
In this periou the style of the composer - who, thanks to the
large stretch of his hand, easily conquered technical difficulties -
became more elaborate and pr tantieme.
1. tielo ui es
Rachjoaninoff *3 melodies in this second period still show the
influence tiiat tile chants of the Russian Orthodox Cdiurch had on him.
However, contrary to the melodies of Lis first period, they cover a
greater range. In the first movement of th . ’Sonata for Piano , Op.
26, Rachmaninoff snows his skill as a contrapuntalist by his use of
tho scale - not employed as a passage, but thematically. The scales
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run all over the scores, in every direction ana with varied note
oulues, which produces a contrapuntal network of skill anc. origin-
ality. The taelouies are 'lore involved as illustrated in the "Pre-
lude in G Minor”, Op. 23, No. 5. Hor the melody is continuously
interrupted by accompanying chord figurt-s.
His contrapuntal lines against . melody become more elaborate,
giving a gr ater fullness to ais mu3ic as illustrated in the .hove
example
.
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In many of Ms works Rachmaninoff created a great intensity in
his opening theme by beginning v ith a short accompany Ing figure,
either as an ar Xjegglo in the left hand, or chords which are u set. as
an introduction before the melody enters. ?hls occurs in six out of
* /»
the ten Preludes of Op. 23. In the thematic catalogue on may ob-
serve that this short introduction is almost always softer than the
entrance of the melody,
2 . Rfo/thn
Rhythms of the second period continued along the same vein as
started In the first. Rachmaninoff's favorite rhythmical figure
was the triplet as shown in his "First Sonata for Piano", Op. 28.
Her the triplet predominated throughout the ntire composition.
In the "Prelude in G Hi nor". Op. 23, Ho. 5, the only conn ction
between the first and middle section is the rhythmical figure
Another met hoc vh- r by Rach lanlnoff retained a constant rhythn in a
composition w.*s by keeping the same accompanying pattern to the
melody of a miuule section but \ i th different notation. An excellent
example of this is found in th "Prelude in B flat Major", Op. 23.
In the first section of this composition he has six notes to a beat,
whereas in the mludle section, there Cxcg tiiree not^s to a beat.
"’I me signatur changes within a composition are more frequent.
This is especially true of Rachmaninoff's larger works. In thf open-
i g movement of the "Sonata", Op. 28, h<. continually alternated
between 2/4 to 3 2 tnroughout the entire mov a^nt, and In the
"Variations on a Thurao by Chopin", he ohangod the time from the
.'
original 4/4 to 0/4 , 12/6; 6/4 a so on.
It is not hard to understand why th= Preludes, ? ith the ex-
ception of the Pr.lude In Q Minor’ f have not become popular. In
;iu jffort to give unity to th.;so compositions; Rachmaninoff k pt
the same rhythmical patter 1 , either in the right or the left hand,
throughout.
3. Harmony
Tho moat distinctive difference b twee: Rachmaninoff's first
and socona parlous lay in his use of non-harmonic tones. Although
the harmonic substances r,rnialne, the same, his works lost the thin
drawing-room” quality, an, began to take on a fullness. Instead
of a plain arpeggio in an accompanying figure, ho employed
appoggiatura and passing toms b tw .en the chore ton, s. An example
of tnis can be found in th = thematic catalogue in th introduction
<
to tho '?r.;luue in I Flat Major'*, Op. 22, ?To. 6. Not only cid he
use singi, note passing tones, but also passing octaves anc: chords.
Vne Preludes.*
1
Op. 23, are filled with passing chords which retain
only one note oi' tho harmony. A goou example is fdun in "Prelude
in E Flat Major", Op. 23, No. 6.
/
c
.-.‘iOthsr vay hv ida ie use of non-harmonic tonus «ras through chromatic
sequences b t en primary chords.
In this peri on. us in the first, ho changeu harmony in prac-
tically evry measure. On^ exception of this is founu in the
’’Prelude in G Hinor', Op. 2o. Here the entire first section is
mainly constructs around the tonic, the contrasting miuule
section urounc. the dominant seventh a m on returning to the first
s ction it joes to thj sub-cominant for an instant aim then returns
to the tonic.
JIkc ;ds predecessors, Chopin an. Lisst, hachmaninoff illus-
trated niu composing genius by his adroitness in developing new
harraoni s to a given them . fev of his harmonic uevicos in ’’The
Variations on a Thome by Chopin”, Op. 22, are; (l) In the original
*Prelude in C i-Iinor”
,
by Chopin, the first giirass onus on the
dominant, whereas in Variation VI tiie first phrase nos on the
relative major. (2) Variation IX is embellished with appoggla-
tur. chorda preceding the chords of the original.
.
dachnaninof f continued to use the same methods of modulation
in this period as he cii in the last, vith one audition. lie b ,gan
to make u of borrowed chords in sequential patterns as illus-
trated ir the following jpassare taken from the "First iano Sonata’,
composition vith penal points. However, in this period, these pedal
points are mor>>- subtle. The middle noveraent (lento) of the "First
Piano donata”. Op. 28, givus an excellent example of how he cleverly
inserted pedal points by changing them from one voice to another,
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3. For. -
Raohrassninof f employs the da capo form throughout all the piano
compositions of this x>£rioc with the exceptions of the ’’First Piano
Sonata” and the ’’Variations on a Theme by Chopin". The "Plano
Sonata" follows the form established during th first part of the
Romantic Perio d

C. TbJn- ? riod 1910-1943
Rachmaninoff 's style grew no rc and more involved as the years
advanced. It becaioe richer cue to the careful employing of middle
voices and accompanying figures. His compositions (Ops. 32, 03, 06,
39 aiid 42), proved the fact tiiat lie wrote for his own hand anc th
rapid chord tachni .jue
,
which was peculiarly his own. His creative
imagination stimulat id by impressions rec ived outside of music, can 'e
traced to incidents in his own personal life or to the allied arts,
such as painting. In this period his elaborate technique anu musical
stimuli from visual impressions culminated in ’’tone-pictures His
most prominent works of this period are called "Etudes Tableaux". .Most
of these have their origin from 3t5ckiin*s paintings; Op. 39, No. 8
in G minor, can be traceu to "Morning"; Op. 39, Ko. 1 in F Minor, to
"The Waves". Sora of the inspirations for the 1-tucles Tableaux ' wore
ta.<8n from real life or from fairy tales; as for examx>le
,
Op. 33, lio • 7
in E Flat Major, represents the bustle of a Russian fair; Op. 39, Ho. 6
1
in A Minor, portrays the fairy-tale cf "Red aiding Hooa anu the Wolf".
With the exc atlon of these air acy mentioned, Raohoaninoff declined
from giving his source of inspiration.
Probably second in importance in hi3 last period was Op. 32
(Thirteen preludes) which completed his cycle of preludes. It seems
a j though Rachmaninof f designee the majority of his "Pruludcs" accord-
ing to a plan, after the example of Bach ana Chopin; for inducing
1
V. Beliaev, "Rachmaninoff, Musical Quarterly, 1927
';
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th i "Pr.lude in C Sharp Minor" from Op. 3, anc the ten from Op. 23,
they now number 24 altogether; that is, one piece for each major and
minor key o ? tie piano. 7he cyclic character is further emphasized
by th last "Prelude” (in P flat nfijor) 'ho e main theme is identical
with that of t?* first (”?r iud- in C Sharp I'inor".) in Op. 32 Rachinanin-
off shatters the ilea that the title "Prelude” is a miniature piano work.
Th s- "Preludes” have voiveu from the drawing room sta> os of the first
arm second periods to become ore suitable for the concert hall.
Th other two compositions which complete the Composer's third
period are th "Second Sonata for Piano”
,
Op. 36. and 'Variations on a
Th e of Corelli”, Op. 42. In style the "Second Sonata is like the
"First" with the sa.- e broad tr latment of ^Jano movement and colossal
structur .. 'he "Variations on a Thera-* bf Corelli” are .also of Inge
proportions and fill-, u with intricate rhythms ant difficult cadenzas.
They surpass the "Chopin Variations" (Op. 22) by innum rable .musical
iu as and variation treatment.
1. Mcleuy
In range, scalewi se movement and repeated notes Rachmaninoff's
melodies return to the style of his first period, "i th only throe
exceptions (!.ros. I and 9 in Op. 32, and Ho. 2 of Op. 33) his melo-
dies of thi3 perioc re. a in unuer an octave in range. In the oth«.r
work3 his themes progress either scalcwise or chromatically. In
tne "F.tude Tabl .au", Op. 33, No. 1, the nelocy is merely the tonic
with auxiliary notes going above and belov.’ it. As a ia;ans of
giving his compositions a ueflnite melodic character Rachmaninoff
,
exc rpts a phrase from the main thane and uses it throughout the
melodic outline. A good example of this may be found, in Ttude
'.’ableau’
,
Op. 33, JTc. In th ”>’tu d Tableau", Op. 33, Ro. 6 #
The above device is ais > employed in t lit- "Pr lode in C Jlajor ,0p.32.
The method “achnaninoff used In hi two most veil known piano
words - ”?jie Pr-ludes in C Sharp Hinor"
,
Op. 3, and "G T Tlnor' f ,
Op. 23 - of interrupting th; melody with chords has b n aoopted
a; ain in this period in '’Preludes’*
,
Op. 32, Ho. 4 a. u Ho. 9, and
Op. 33, Ho. 9.
.‘
-
'
Other methou.; which carry over from the previous periou of pres ;nt-
ing his :m todies are:
1. Interchanging melody and accompanim nt
.
2. Melody ana accompaniment eombinea in on hand with
contrapuntal figure in oth r hand.
Z, Us of chroma, ic sequence b ?twuv_r: outline of melody.
4. Retaining m; iodic outline but with rhythmic variation.
5. Having quiet introduction so that the first tones of
the melody win stand out.
The meio ih.s of Rachmaninoff's la t x er!oc are hard to fine
in the first glance when looking at his scores. In contrast to
his first and second period they art many times in miu Le voices
and require a concort technique to interpret a; the composer in-
tended.
2. PuC/thra
.Rachmaninoff *s third period produced e new principle of style
in the fr.e, unsyrnio-trical, rhythmic f rmtion of motives anc
phrases. 3oc:ius.. of his acquired skill in using conn cting mo-
tives from the thematuial material, Rachmaninoff no longer depenued
upon a raetronomical rhythmic figure to ho-u a v.or.; together.
\7horjaa in his early perlcc- one rhythmical figure would dominate,
the ’’Prelude in T Plat Major”, Op. 32, has three different
sections of ruythms ^ J J ^ . J j \ J
3 1 C.
the figuru ^ whioh playeo an important role toward making
the "Prelude in G Minor”, Op. 23, known the world over, enters
u uain in probably the mo3t popular ’’Ptudo Tableau” - No. 7 in E
Flat Major* mhis ti a, however, it is part of the rhythmical
«
motive whicn runs tiirougiiou t the piece, ins tea.: of an accompanying
figure.

syncopation ithln a mje.su re prouacet by acc.nt marks are
foana frequently.
Rachmaninof f used changes of time signature v.Ithin a compo-
sition to greater extent than he did in his first two periods.
They ore very evident in tlu "Prelude in B Minor”, Op. 32, and
Rachmaninoff v:aa quite unique in Ho. 5 of the 'Variations on a
Theme of Corelli”, by having thirteen time signature chan -yes
v;
i
thin sixteen :ieusures
.
.1 rhythm uo a noted the second period to the point of monotony,
it nominated the third period, but vith such originality ant effect-
iveness a3 to produce cone rt hall work3 of the highest caliber.
3. Harmons
The evolutionary process of Rachmaninoff’s harmony culminated
into the style revealed in thu "Etudes Tabl nux”. Op. 33 and 39.
Although the harmonies are simple in structure, the adroitness in
which the composer spreaa one harmony over entire sections,
hanulod non-harmonic tones and chromatic sequences, produced an
entirely original anu pissing effect. (Examples of non-harmonic
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tones disguising simple harmonies can be found in any work of
this period )• Through the uae of appoggiaturas, passing and auxil-
iary tones Hach -.aninof f ext nos one harmony over entire sections.
Thu first nine © asuras of the ’’Prelude in F ' ts j or”, Op. 32, or
the last fifteen measures of th "Ftude Tabl au in 7. Flat 7.1b/or”
Ulus' rate the before-m ntloned point.
An interesting treatment of an appoggiature occurs in the
"Prelude in B Fiat ”inor”, Op. 32.
Op 3Z
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Hacnmaninof f used chromatic sequences In all but the "’Prelude in
B ..Ia/or" of Op. 32, and in every piece in Ops. 33 and 39. An
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excellent example of this nay he founc. in the '’Prelude in C Major".
Rachmaninoff
,
a a in the first and second x.eri oc , spread his
compositions v.ith organ points. In some instances they are not
technically organ points but prouace the same effect. Examples
of this lator effect ar^ found in tii 'Prelude in B Plat Minor",
Op. 32,
or in tnu "Preiudu in A Major", 0^. J2, '-here th~ outside voices
are repeated giving a poual point effect ana the inside voices

move chroraat ica 11 y.
71th but on. addition Paehman inoff used the same methods for
modulating as lie did in his first and second periods. This additional
method was to hav cne pattern of chorda anu then repeat the same
; attorn in the key one-half stop above or below the first key without
employing any modulatory uevico. It might be called a sequence except
that it remains too long in each key. Good examples of this device
are found in th "Etudes Tableuau
x
M
,
Op. 3d, Ho. 1 In P minor, anu 7
in E flat major*
/...though BachiKn inoff modulatuu to remote ku^s lie never changed
the key slgnatur* from the original. The only exceptions to this are
found in his larger works - "Secoro. Sonata for Piano”
,
Op. 36, and
"Variations On a Theme of Corolll”, Op. 42,

Rachmaninoff made further use of the peculiar six-four chord
ending hich he had employed oni\ once in his seconc period
( "Prelude in A Flat Major”
,
Op, 23). In this period it is found in
"Etude Tableau in P Flat. Ha lor"
,
Op, 33; "Etude Tableau in B. Minor”,
Op. 39, and iu "Variations on a Theme of Corelli", Op, 42, Variation XV
Fori
The only obvious change in fora from the second period is the
regular introduction of a coda. In this period the cot a is either
quite long an conta ins the aa tie material as found irx "Etude Tableau”,
Op, 33, No, 7, or it Is relative!* short and contains rat rial
foreign to the main body of the composition (‘Prelude in C Major",
Op , 32 )
,
.c
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V. BACBBKAH2BGPF '8 KASO TECHNIQUE
it L-tr Hand. 3
T irougaout -ill of his piano coiapo. lt; on;? mu more so in his
last period on oajinot he.p being amaze- ;t the rapid and broad chord
progressions which Bach- i*:i ooff emol you. He hau an unusually large
hano combined with an Infn ilibl chord ec mi jue, A few examples of
this ma$ 'De round in th ’’Prelude in T Fj.it Ifujor”, Op. 32:
'Pr^lODE i m D Fi/^r ^jo(<
or in the "Etudes Tableaux in E Flat Hinor” j Op. 39, and Flat Ikjor" ,
Oo. 33.
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The long reaches
,
joineu with the tempos called for, uiacourage
the pianist witn the average liauu.
whilu in another the range would he narrowed to a point which would
.c
re-quire crossing and interlocking of the hands.
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The examples shown above come from each period. It i s apparent that
Rachmaninoff employed this technique lr an effort to •' cp tho
melodic lin<= in on hand and at the same time to have the harmony
closely 3urround it.
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5. As tue meloay combined v>l th acoompanyi nr figure:
F'HST «So/VA TA
Octaves
Although Rachmaninoff was a good pianist in his early period, his
tnuughts were ulrecteu nore toward composing. Later, after successes
in performing nis own works he decided to do non in the concert field.
As his technique improved, it became evident in his compositions and
especially tnrough his use of octaves. His first period works do not
contain th-j swift moving octave passages which began to come to the
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fro.it '--ith his "Prelude Id 0 Pinor", Op. 23.
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uTo stress a line he so.uetimes used a uouble octave as illus-
trated from too "Prelude in G finer
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His large hanu3 an„ virtuosity prevents aany pianists from attempting
the coaipositie..£ ox" nia ia3t periou.
E. Peaal
As already statou in the previous chapter hac hnaninoff spread his
isusic with organ points. To strike a chord with both hands, catching
it wi th the sustaining pencil
,
ana then holding the chore with thts pedal
while playing other chords is foun~ through ali throe periods, starting
-'i -h the faaous "Proluue in C Sharp Uinor", in the first periou.
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the ’’Prelude in C ainor", Op, 23, as an example or the second j>eriod,
In his last periou he employed the sostenuto pcual for color
a'iVaata^e, especially in his "tone pictures", or "Ltudes r"aolouaxn .
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VII HHEE LETTERS EBOtf RACH3MK IHOFF • S SISTER-IN-LAW
In an effort to secure all of the opus of Rachmaninoff’s
music for piano solo, the author of this thesis wrote Miss Sophie
Satin, sister-in-law of the late piano virtuoso. Her answering
letter brought up a problem viiich he didn’t believe existed. She
was trying to find out what happened to numbers 3, 4 and 5 of Opus
33. Without these three numbers there are six pieces in this opus.
He answ red her letter with the following rea ?ons why he didn’t
believe that there was any problem:
1. In all of the modern cyclopedias published during
Rachmaninoff’s lifetime, all listed Op. 33 with only
3ix numbers (1,2 ,6, 7, 6 ana 9)
2. An article in the Musical Quarterly by V. Beiiaev.
3tated that Rachmaninoff transferred three numbers from
Op. 33 to Op. 39.
Later he received two mort: letters from 'firs Satin which re-
vealed tnat his deductions had been correct
’
Scphie Satin.
32 Paradise Road.
Northampton, Mass.
1
Mr. William F. Pollard, Jr.
18 South Russell Street
Boston lU, Mass.
March 2,1947.
Dear Mr.Pollard.
Of course I shall he very glad to help you in your search
for the missing opuses of Racnmaninoff ' s work. I do not expect to find any
to huy. They are all out of print her^ as well as in Russia and in other
countries. But I have friends who have some of the copies you are looking
for and I think that they will be willing to give them to me to make pho-
tostates. One of my friends has opus 39. another has at least one or two num-
bers from opus lo and I think one from opus 16. They are in New York. I ex-
pect to go to this City in the near future and I will try to do my best for
your work.
Please let me know at your earlier convenience whether:
1. You can spend money for taking the photo states. If so, would you like
to have all the Etudes Tableaux, op. 39 photostated or only one or two.
There are 9 Etudes in this opus, as you probably know.
I think that each page costs something about JO cents, if the page is
no’^ya large size .
If you can not spend any money for the, photostates it will be more dif-
ficult to help you, but possible I shall find somebody who will be wil-
ling to mail their precious copies to Boston.
2. Did you try to find op.lo,l6 and 39 in the Library of Julliard Conserva-
tory of Music, New York, or in the Library of Curtis Conservatory .Phila-
delphia .
I know a Library in New York where they lend music sheets the same way as
other Libraries lend books. But it is possible that they have only the works
written for orchestras.
You mentioned in your letter only 3 opuses. This probably means
that you have on hand opus 33 * If and if is the full edition of opus 33
(with 9 Etudes Tableaux) would you, please let ne know the tempo of #3 , #4 and
#5 ( c minor, A minor and D minor). If you have the edition with 6 Etudes Ta-
bleaux do not bother
,
since I do not need any information about this edi-
tion and its numbers do not correspond with those of the full edition. I can
not find anywhere here and in Europe the full edition.
I am very much interested in your thesis and I sincerely hope
that you will be able to accomplish your work with success.
Sincerely yours,

Sophie Satin.
32 Paradise Road.
Northampton. Mass
Mr. William Pollard Jr.
18 South Roussel Street
Boston. Mass.
April 2,1947.
Dear Mr. Pollard.
Your good news that you found copies of Rachmaninoff
opus 16 and 39 and some pieces from op. 10 were received by me few
days ago. You have now everything you need to complete your work.
I was glad for you, when I read your letter.
Thank you for the information about op. 33. For the
past 6 months I spent a lot of time in various libraries trying to
get an answer about the missing numbers 3 *4 and 5 in opus 33. I also
wrote letters to musicians ,and friends, and editors pf Rachmaninoff 1 s
music. All this was in vain and the answer I received did not clear the
matter. I believe that your explanation is the most satisfactory one.
I consider V.Bellaev the best authority in this res-
pect because he could personally check Rachmaninoff * s editions In Mos-
cow. We have in New York Beliaev's Russian article about R-ff. It was
published in Russia about 1924. I shall check this matter in this Rus-
sian edition. Oscar v.Rleseman who wrote R-ff's biography used Beliaev's
list of R-ff publication. He mentions only 6 numbers in opus 33. However
Watson Lyle, whose book about R-ff appeared in 1938, I believe, writes
that #3,^ and 5 of opus 33 are unavailable. He probably did not know
Beliaev's article in the Musical Quarterly, which you mention in your
letter. I also missed it haying on hand the Russian edition.
If I hear other informations about op. 33 I shall be
glad to forward them to you. But I think that you are right.
Sincerely yours.

Sophie Satin.
?2 Paradise Road.
Northampton. Mass
Mr. William Pollard Jr.
18 South Roussel Street.
Boston, Mass.
April 20 1947.
Dear Mr. Pollard.
Here are the last news about Rachmaninoff's Etudes
Tableaux, op. 33: One of my friends in Paris went to the Publishing
House "Les Qrandes Editions Russes" in which R-ff's opus 39 was
published and learned from the manager that 3 of the 9 Etudes Ta-
bleaux ( #3» 4, and 5 ) written by Rachmaninoff for opus 33 were not
edited in opus 33. They were published instead in op. 39 # by this
Company.
This information, as you see, corresponds exactly to the information
given by V.Bellaev, which you -mentioned in your letter dated March 30
I am glad thas this matter is cleared and that everything with opus
33 is settled.
With best regards,
Sincerely yours,

VIII. StTMMAHT
Sergei Rach'nanlnof f was ono of the greatest piano virtuosos
of our time. Besides playing tho piano, hi. was a conductor and a
composer. As a composer his works have b n divided into three
perioas: First period 1690-1896; second period 1900-1905, and
third period 1910 until his death in 1913. His early compositions
snow the Influence of his boyhood Idol - Hschaikowsky
.
Later, he
was indirectly influenced by Lisst when h stud! d ith Lisst’s
outstanding pupil and proponent - Alexander Dlloti, ano. by Chopin
because of his admiration and constant playing of t3ee latter’s
works.
With the exceptions of his larger compos i tions for piano solo
such as '‘Sonatas** nd ’’Variations On a ?h.'»no“
,
Haclmianlnof f used
the da capo form throug>v:ut all periods. His fi st period wcrk3.
exciuuin- the famous "Pr.-lude in C Sharp *.’inor” wi re uli simple in
rnythm and wore spruat with organ points. Th melodies, which for
the most part w ;re of narrow range and moved by scalestop, reflected
the Influence ami fondness which Had nr. inoff Ysl for Hussion Church
music. In the second period, his melodies covered a gr ater range and
contained larger intervals. Ho invariably employed a rhythmical
pattern throughout an entire composition and began to use non-harmonic
tones more freely. In the third period Inch *ai inoff returned to the
narrow, ecalewise, n lodics of his fl . 3t oerio . His compositions
became more difficult rhythmically raid fill a ith non-narmonic

tor.'vsS am chorda
It i -- iuite : ppar .-nt that Rachran incff *s music for piano soio
bee me raor uif flc- It -and intricate a.? hi a own technique as a
concert pianist gr«e< . This is esj.- eii-lly true of his rapid chord
technique which is prominent in the last ^eriod.
Of all his compos i tiona for piano solo ht will be remembered
the long-. * t for his ”Fr ludu in C Siarp Illnor”, Op. 0. After this
in popularity is the '’Prelude in G Hino i*'
, Ox-’. 23 . Rachmaninoff
was the best interpreter of his own vrorks. Ho played many of his
"Etudsa Tableaux”
,
Ops. 33 and 39, in his own recitals ant they
w.ro favorably received, but because he hae written them for his
own unusially large hr. ad, others fine them impossible to perform
at the te.qpos called for.
Although Rachmaninoff ueclareu a reverence for the romantic
an-.i a eistast for the mouer.
,
s is early compositions follow closely
the romantic style of his predecessors, but later evolve into his
’Etudes Tableaux", which are "tone pictures" of pair.tings or utooor
scenes. Hi 3 harnoni s remain simple in these lat v works but through
the clever use of non-harmonic tom s end chromatic sequences his
music takes on the quality which is c dleu "moaern’’.
•.
.
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